
Support for Cuba and its
Revolution from France in the
face of aggressions
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The France Cuba Association today expressed its support for the island and its Revolution. 
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Paris, July 11 (RHC)-- The France Cuba Association on Monday expressed its support for the Caribbean
nation and its Revolution in the face of destabilization actions and the economic, commercial and financial
blockade imposed by the United States.



We renew our unconditional solidarity with the Cuban people and its Revolution, we condemn the
genocidal U.S. blockade and demand its end, stressed in a statement the organization with more than 60
years of accompaniment to the Antillean nation, one of the oldest of its kind in Europe and the world.

France Cuba highlighted the popular victory a year ago in the face of riots and violent acts promoted and
financed by the United States, whose government it accused of taking the aggressions to a new stage in
its plans to destabilize and divide Cuban society.

In this sense, he denounced that Washington is trying to take advantage of the difficulties existing in the
Caribbean country with its subversive crusade, which are due to several external factors, among which he
pointed out the blockade and the consequences of the Covid-19 pandemic.

According to the French association, the economic, commercial and financial siege that the largest of the
Antilles has been suffering for more than six decades is attacking it in a structural way, hindering its
development, investments and links with foreign partners.

The strategy in this context is clear, to use dissatisfaction and frustrations to generate new episodes of
destabilization, using mercenaries, he warned.

France Cuba recalled that actions to subvert the constitutional order on the island have a media
component, which includes the use of social networks to incite internal protests and aggressions to
diplomatic headquarters abroad.

In Cuba these plans have failed, but despite this, French and European media are joining the campaign,
he regretted.

https://www.radiohc.cu/index.php/en/noticias/nacionales/293152-support-for-cuba-and-its-revolution-from-
france-in-the-face-of-aggressions
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